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Abstract
The nonlinear Leland equation is a Black-Scholes option pricing model with
transaction costs and the research of its numerical methods has theoretical
signiﬁcance and practical application value. This paper constructs a kind of diﬀerence
scheme with intrinsic parallelism-alternating segment explicit-implicit (ASE-I) scheme
and alternating segment implicit-explicit (ASI-E) scheme based on the improved
Saul’yev asymmetric scheme, explicit-implicit (E-I) scheme, and implicit-explicit (I-E)
scheme. Theoretical analysis demonstrates that this kind of scheme is unconditional
stable parallel diﬀerence scheme. Numerical experiments show that the
computational accuracy of this kind of scheme is very close to the classical
Crank-Nicolson (C-N) scheme and the alternating segment Crank-Nicolson (ASC-N)
scheme. But the computational time of this kind of scheme can save nearly 81% for
the classical C-N scheme and save nearly 40% for the ASC-N scheme. Numerical
experiments conﬁrm the theoretical analysis, showing the higher eﬃciency of this
kind of scheme given by this paper for solving a nonlinear Leland equation.
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1 Introduction
The Black-Scholes (B-S) option pricing model can be accepted by practice ﬁelds and the-
ory ﬁelds, not only because it has abundant ﬁnancial implications, but also it is linear and
is a simplemodel. The B-Smodel can be transformed into a heat conduction equationwith
a more mature theory in mathematics and can get the analytical solution of the European
call option and put option pricing. However, there exist certain diﬀerences between the
assumptions of the B-S model and the real ﬁnancial market, such as there being no trans-
action costs and the ﬁxed volatility hypothesis. In order to meet the needs of the actual
ﬁnancial market, we need to broaden the idealized assumptions and improve the standard
B-S model. That has been the focus of academic research; see [–]. In the real ﬁnancial
market, because of transaction costs which one needs to pay in securities trading, using
the continuous trading strategy is not realistic. So studying the option pricing model with
transaction costs (nonlinear Leland model) has great ﬁnancial practical signiﬁcance.
© 2016 Zhao et al. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in anymedium, pro-
vided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and
indicate if changes were made.
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The nonlinear Leland equation is one of the nonlinear B-S option pricing models which
need to consider transaction costs and received extensive attention of economists and
applied mathematicians in the past  years [–]. Because one is unable to export the
accurate analytical expression of the European option and American option pricing in
the case of considering the transaction costs, many researches focus on the study of nu-
merical solutions. In the numerical solution, in order to make the numerical scheme have
good computing stability and precision, we often design implicit or half implicit diﬀerence
scheme. In recent years, Ankudinova and Ehrhardt proposed the Crank-Nicolson (C-N)
scheme for solving a nonlinear B-S equation (the Leland model, the Barles-Soner model,
and the risk adjustment pricing model) []. Wu and Yang put forward the explicit-implicit
(E-I) and implicit-explicit (I-E) diﬀerence schemes for solving the payment of dividend B-S
equation []. However,most of the schemes are calculated in a serial way and the eﬃciency
is low.
In order to make full use of the computer advantages of multi-core processors, a paral-
lel algorithm and a parallel program design have become a necessary means to improve
the computing eﬃciency []. The implicit scheme generally has good stability, but it is
unfavorable for parallel computing. Inspired by the grouping explicit method [], Zhang
et al. put forward the thought that using the Saul’yev asymmetric scheme to construct
a segment implicit scheme, and one properly used the alternating technology to estab-
lish a variety of explicit-implicit and pure implicit alternating parallel schemes (such as
an alternating segment explicit-implicit (ASE-I) scheme, an alternating segment Crank-
Nicolson (ASC-N) scheme), then one got somenumerical resultswhich contained stability
and parallelism []. Yang et al. constructed a new kind of parallel diﬀerence scheme-the
alternating band Crank-Nicolson (ABdC-N) scheme for solving the quanto option pric-
ing model and proved that it is close to second-order accuracy and unconditionally stable
[]. Yuan et al. had put forward a parallel diﬀerence scheme with second-order accuracy
and unconditional stability for a nonlinear parabolic equation []. Wang also gave a kind
of alternating segment diﬀerence scheme with intrinsic parallelism for the KdV equation
and proved that the scheme is linearly absolute stable []. Zhang showed the alternat-
ing segment explicit-implicit parallel diﬀerence scheme for a class of nonlinear evolution
equations and got the result that the method has unconditional stability and parallelism
[].
For the research of the parallel diﬀerencemethod for solving the nonlinear Leland equa-
tion,Wu et al. presented a diﬀerencemethodwith intrinsic parallelism-theASC-Nparallel
diﬀerence scheme []. Because of the high timeliness of the option, constructing a diﬀer-
ence scheme with good stability and intrinsic parallelism has important practical applica-
tion value.We apply the E-I and I-E schemes at segment interior points, and the improved
asymmetric diﬀerence scheme at interior boundary points, and we get a kind of diﬀerence
numerical diﬀerence scheme with intrinsic parallelism-the alternating segment explicit-
implicit (ASE-I) scheme and the alternating segment implicit-explicit (ASI-E) scheme.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section , we construct the ASE-I diﬀerence
scheme for the nonlinear Leland equation. In Section , by using three lemmas, the unique
solvability of the diﬀerence solution is discussed. We analyze the stability of the ASE-I
scheme in Section  and the accuracy in Section . In Section , the ASI-E scheme is put
forward by simulating the ASE-I scheme and a theorem is given. Numerical examples are
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provided to show the eﬀectiveness of the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes in Section . Some
concluding remarks are included ﬁnally.
2 ASE-I parallel differencemethod
2.1 Nonlinear Leland equation
Assuming that the underlying asset is the transaction cost-paying stock, by the-hedging
principle, we can get the followingnonlinear Leland equation [–], whichwewill consider









∂S – rV = , ()
here V is the price of a European call option (dollar), S is the price of the underlying asset,
r is risk-free interest rate, σˆ is the revised volatility, σˆ  = σ (+Le sign(VSS)). In the revised




πδt is the Leland number, σ is the volatility, k is a volume of transaction
cost, δt is the time diﬀerence between the two transactions, t is the time.
The Leland equation is a deﬁnite solution problem of nonlinear partial diﬀerential equa-
tions.When k > σ
√
πδt/, equation () will become a terminal value problem of a positive
parabolic equation which is an ill-posed problem [, ]. In order to transform the problem
() into a well-posed problem, we can assume that k < σ
√
πδt/, and that the transaction
cost should be smaller or the process of hedging risk cannot be too often.
In order to solve the equation of the European call option pricing with transaction costs
by using numerical methods, equation () is to be satisﬁed on the following boundary
conditions [, ]:
() The value of the option is the pay-oﬀ function i.e. V (S,T) = (S –K)+.
() limS→∞ V (S,t)S = . When S is suﬃciently great, the option price is approximately
S –K .
() If S(t) = , then V (S, t) =  for t > t.
Hence, for the European call option, we need to solve the following equation on the do-









∂S – rV = ,
V (S,T) = max{S –K , }. ()
In order to be able to solve equation (), we can substitute its variables as follows [–]:
S = Kex; τ = σ (T – t); V (S, t) = KexU(x, τ ).
Then equation () will be transformed into the initial-boundary value problem of a par-





∂x – (D + L)
∂U
∂x = ,
U(x, ) = max{ – e–x, }, x ∈ R, ()
here D = σˆ
σ , L =
r
σ , x ∈ R, ≤ τ ≤ T˜ = σ
T
 .
Meanwhile, the initial and boundary conditions will be translated into
U(x, ) = max
{
 – e–x, 
}
, x ∈ R,
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lim
x→+∞U(x, τ ) =  – e
–x, lim
x→–∞U(x, τ ) = .
In the speciﬁc calculation, we can select a large enough M+ and a small enough M–
making the solving area and the boundary conditions
 =
{










2.2 Construction of the ASE-I scheme
Let us make a mesh partition on the area  and consider the function U(x, τ ) at the
discrete set of points
xi =M– + (i – )h, i = , , . . . ,m,m + ;h =
M+ –M–
m ;
τj = (j – )p, j = , , . . . ,n,n + ;p =
T˜
n .
Here h is the space step, p is the time step, andm, n are the number of grid points in the x
direction and τ direction, respectively. We use Uji to denote the solution of () at a ﬁnite
diﬀerence point (xi, τj). In order to construct the ASE-I scheme, we give some diﬀerence
schemes of equation (). Let a = p(D+L)h , b =
pD
h .















The above scheme can be written as
Uj+i = (b – a)U
j
i– + ( – b)U
j
i + (a + b)U
j
i+. ()















The above scheme can be written as
–(b – a)Uj+i– + ( + b)U
j+






































The above schemes can be written as
( + b)Uj+i – (a + b)U
j+
i+ = (b – a)U
j
i– + ( – b)U
j
i , ()
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Figure 1 The diagram of schemes (6) and (7).
(a – b)Uj+i– + ( + b)U
j+
i = ( – b)U
j
i + (a + b)U
j
i+. ()
Among the schemes mentioned above, the classic explicit scheme () has the property
of parallelism and is very suitable for parallel computing, but it is conditionally stable.
The classic implicit scheme () is unconditionally stable, but it needs to solve an alge-
braic equation which cannot be implemented on a parallel computer []. The improved
Saul’yev asymmetric schemes (), () are convenient to parallel computing, but they are
conditionally stable (see Figure ).
The ASE-I scheme which we constructed is combined with the advantages of the above
schemes and the design is as follows:
Let m –  = Nl, here N is a positive odd number, l is a positive integer (N , l ≥ ) and
we divide the points on each time level into N sections. And on the odd level, we arrange
the computation according to the rule of ‘the explicit segment - the implicit segment -
the explicit segment’. When it turns to the even level, the rule changes into ‘the implicit
segment - the explicit segment - the implicit segment’ thus making the implicit segment
and the explicit segment doing alternatively at diﬀerent time levels.
For realizing the parallel computing of the ASE-I scheme, for i ≥ , we consider the
calculation of the implicit segment point (i + i, j + ), i = , , . . . , l. The left endpoint
(i + , j + ) of the implicit segment is calculated with the improved Saul’yev scheme (),
the right endpoint (i + l, j + ) is calculated with the improved Saul’yev scheme (), and
the ‘interior points’ (i + i, j + ), i = , , . . . , l – , are calculated with the classical implicit
scheme (), leading to the following implicit segment (see Figure ).
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
 + b –(a + b)
a – b  + b –(a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
a – b  + b –(a + b)



























here, i = l, l, . . . , (N – )l.
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Figure 2 Schematic of implicit segment.
In order to improve the calculation accuracy, the implicit segment will be translated into
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
 + b –(a + b)
a – b  + b –(a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
a – b  + b –(a + b)



























when i =  and
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
 + b –(a + b)
a – b  + b –(a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
a – b  + b –(a + b)



























when i = (N – )l.













 – b (a + b)
b – a  – b (a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
b – a  – b (a + b)
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Figure 3 Schematic with segment nodes of the ASE-I scheme.
We use to denote the classical explicit scheme, to denote the classical implicit
scheme, to denote the two improved Saul’yev asymmetric schemes. Let m = , l = ,
N =  and let the schematic of the ASE-I scheme be as given (see Figure ).
A complete calculation step of the ASE-I scheme is as follows. For odd level:
() for i =  :N
() if mod(i, ) == 
() if i == 
() Solve equation () to get Uj+ ;
() else if i ==N
() Solve equation () to get Uj+N ;
() else




() Solve equation () to get Uj+i ;
() end
() end for
For even level, we just switch the segment implicit scheme and the segment explicit
scheme of the odd level to calculate Uj+i .
The ASE-I scheme can also be expressed as
{
(I +G)Uj+ = (I –G)Uj + bj,
(I +G)Uj+ = (I –G)Uj+ + bj+ ,
j = , , , . . . , ()
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where Uj = (Uj,U
j




m)T , bj = ((b – a)U
j
, , . . . , , (b + a)U
j











































b –(a + b)
a – b b –(a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
a – b b –(a + b)











b –(a + b)
a – b b –(a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
a – b b –(a + b)








b –(a + b)
a – b b –(a + b)
. . . . . . . . .
a – b b –(a + b)





l′ = l or l + , i = , , . . . , N –  ,
and Ql′ (l′ = l, l – ) is a l′ × l′ zero matrix.
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3 Existence and uniqueness of the ASE-I scheme solution
In order to discuss the existence and the uniqueness of the ASE-I scheme solution, we
need to introduce the following three lemmas.
Lemma  (Kellogg [, ]) If ρ >  and (C + CT ) is a non-negative (or positive) deﬁnite,
then (ρI +C)– exists, and
∥∥(ρI +C)–∥∥ ≤ ρ–.
Lemma (Kellogg [, ]) If (C+CT ) is a non-negative (or positive) deﬁnite, for any ρ ≥ ,
then
∥∥(I – ρC)(I + ρC)–∥∥ ≤ .
Lemma  G and G in the ASE-I scheme () for solving the nonlinear Leland equation
are non-negative matrices.















, l′ = l or l + ,
we know that G(i)l′ + (G
(i)
l′ )T is a diagonally dominant matrix and the diagonal elements of
G(i)l′ + (G
(i)




l′ )T is a non-negative ma-






l+ )T are also non-negative matrices.
Therefore, G and G are non-negative matrices. 
From the initial conditions and the boundary conditions of the nonlinear Leland equa-
tion, we know the diﬀerence solution of the ﬁrst time layer. Assuming the value Uji of the
(j)th time layer is known, the value Uj+i of the (j + )th time layer waits for calculating.
From the ASE-I scheme (), the matrix equation for calculating the value of the (j+ )th
time layer is
(I +G)Uj+ = (I –G)Uj + bj . ()
Apparently the right of equation () is known and (I + G)– exists by Lemma  and
Lemma . Then equation () has a unique solution.
In the same way, applying the ASE-I scheme to calculate the value of the (j + )th time
layer, the matrix equation is
(I +G)Uj+ = (I –G)Uj+ + bj+ . ()
We could also prove that the matrix equation () has a unique solution. Then we could
get the following.
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Theorem  The solution of the ASE-I scheme () for solving a nonlinear Leland equation
exists and is unique.
4 Stability of the ASE-I scheme
By eliminating Uj+ from equation (), we obtain
Uj+ = YUj + b′,
here Y is the growthmatrix of the ASE-I scheme. The growthmatrix of the ASE-I scheme
is
Y = (I +G)–(I –G)(I +G)–(I –G).
From Lemmas -, we can get the following inequality easily:
∥∥(I +G)–
∥∥
 ≤ ,∥∥(I –Gi)(I +Gi)–
∥∥

















 ≤  + b + a.
Therefore we have the following theorem.
Theorem  The ASE-I scheme () for solving the nonlinear Leland equation is absolutely
stable.
5 Accuracy of the ASE-I scheme
We take the inside points without interior boundary points as ‘interior points’. From the
segment construction of the ASE-I scheme, we know that the ASE-I scheme uses the clas-
sic E-I scheme at an ‘interior point’ of odd and even levels, and it uses the two improved
Saul’yev asymmetric schemes at the ‘interior boundary points’. The truncation error of the
classic E-I scheme is of second order in time and space []. The ASE-I scheme just has a
ﬁnite number of ‘interior boundary points’, so the overall accuracy of the ASE-I scheme is
close to that of the C-N scheme.
The truncation error of the ASE-I scheme at the ‘interior boundary points’ will be given
in the following. We denote the truncation error as T(p,h) when we use (), we denote
the truncation error as T(p,h) when we use (), and we let each point of () and () be
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Noticing that T(p,h) and T(p,h) contain the same form as regards the expression of
the function, respectively, but we have the reversed symbol. For these items we have the




















, i – ≤ ξ ≤ i + .
This part of the ‘interior boundary point’ can be oﬀset when the ASE-I scheme alterna-
tively uses () and () at diﬀerent times. Ultimately, we can get the following theorem.
Theorem  The truncation error of the ASE-I scheme () for solving a nonlinear Leland
equation at interior points is O(p +h), and at the improved Saul’yev asymmetric schemes
(), () of interior boundary points it is O(p + h).
Hence the error of the points which are near the interior boundary point is bigger than
that of the other interior points. The result will be proved in the following numerical ex-
periments.
6 ASI-E parallel differencemethod
Imitating the method constructed in the ASE-I scheme, we give the ASI-E scheme for
solving the nonlinear Leland equation.
On the odd level, we arrange the computation according to the rule of ‘the implicit
segment-the explicit segment-the implicit segment’. When it turns to the even level, the
rule changes into ‘the explicit segment-the implicit segment-the explicit segment’. Getting
the ASI-E diﬀerence scheme for solving the nonlinear Leland equation, we have
{
(I +G)Uj+ = (I –G)Uj + bj+ ,
(I +G)Uj+ = (I –G)Uj+ + bj+ ,
()
here j = , , , . . . ; G, G and b are as in the above deﬁnition.
Imitating the analytical and proved method of the ASE-I scheme (), we have the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem  The ASI-E scheme () for solving a nonlinear Leland equation is uniquely
solvable, absolutely stable, its truncation error is O(p + h) at the interior points, and it is
O(p + h) at the interior boundary points.
7 Numerical experiments
Numerical experiments will be done in Matlab a, based on the Intel Core i-
CPU@.GHz. We use the ASE-I scheme () and the ASI-E scheme () of this paper,
the ASC-N scheme in [] and the classic C-N scheme to calculate European call option
prices with transaction costs. For the nonlinear Leland equation () it is very diﬃcult to
obtain an analytical solution [, ]. Therefore, we will let the numerical solution of the
C-N scheme approximately substitute the exact solution of a European call option pricing
problem with transaction costs and compare these various diﬀerence schemes.
Example We consider a European call option on stocks with transaction cost. Assuming
the initial price of the underlying stock is  dollars, the strike price of an option is  dol-
lars, the risk-free interest rate is . per year, the deadline of the option is  months, the
volatility is . per year, the ratio of the transaction cost is ., δt is /.
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Figure 4 Numerical solutions’ comparison of
ASE-I, ASI-E, and C-N schemes.
Table 1 Comparison of several schemes’ numerical results
Schemes S ($) Time (s)
55 65 75 85 95
C-N 8.4734 17.5879 27.4546 37.4391 47.4317 5.2358
ASC-N [16] 8.4734 17.5879 27.4546 37.4391 47.4317 1.2225
ASE-I 8.4734 17.5879 27.4546 37.4391 47.4317 0.5195
ASI-E 8.4734 17.5879 27.4546 37.4391 47.4317 0.4995
Solution We use the following symbols:
S = , K = , T = , r = ., σ = ., k = ., δt =  .
Let
M+ = ln., M– = – ln., m = ,, n = ,, l = , N = m – l = .
First of all, we give the numerical solutions of the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes.
From Figure  and Table  we can see that the numerical solutions of the ASE-I and
ASI-E schemes are very close to those of the C-N and ASC-N schemes.
Second, we regard the solution Uji of the classical C-N scheme as the control solution
and the solution U¯ji of the other schemes as perturbation solutions. Let the grid ratio be





Observing Figures ,  and Tables , , we see that the AE of the numerical solutions
between he ASE-I, ASI-E schemes, and C-N scheme has the same magnitudes as that of
theASC-N scheme, showing that the accuracy of theASE-I and theASI-E schemes is close
to that of the ASC-N scheme. Because grid points correspond with the stock price ($
or $) near the interior boundary and the AEs of these points are bigger than that of
other points, this accords with the theory (see the details in Section  and Theorem ). In
addition, when r is increasing, the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes still have a good accuracy.
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Figure 5 AE of numerical solution when
r1≈ 2.066.
Figure 6 AE of numerical solution when
r1≈ 20.66.
Table 2 AE of numerical solution when r1 ≈ 2.066 (m = 1,001, n = 1,000)
Schemes S ($)
55 65 75 85 95
ASC-N [16] 6.581× 10–6 8.112× 10–6 1.677× 10–6 1.925× 10–6 4.838× 10–6
ASE-I 2.367× 10–6 1.106× 10–6 2.314× 10–6 4.638× 10–6 6.585× 10–6
ASI-E 2.323× 10–6 1.146× 10–6 2.232× 10–6 4.609× 10–6 6.693× 10–6
Table 3 AE of numerical solution when r1 ≈ 20.66 (m = 1,001, n = 100)
Schemes S ($)
55 65 75 85 95
ASC-N [16] 6.314× 10–4 8.119× 10–4 1.471× 10–4 1.922× 10–4 4.748× 10–4
ASE-I 2.380× 10–4 1.140× 10–4 2.319× 10–4 4.649× 10–4 6.615× 10–4
ASI-E 2.335× 10–4 1.180× 10–4 2.236× 10–4 4.620× 10–4 6.723× 10–4
Thirdly, we will give the proof of stability and the convergence order of the ASE-I and
theASI-E schemes.We analyze the sumof the relative error at every time level (SRET) and
the convergence order in the temporal direction (COT) and the spatial direction (COS).
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Figure 7 Curves of SRET at time layer.










































From Figure  we can see that the SRET of the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes is larger in the
beginning and decreasing along with the movement of the time step; and it is bounded.
This shows that the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes have better stability.
Table  and Table  show that the convergence order of the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes
in the temporal direction is approaching O(p) and in the spatial direction it is O(h).
Next, observing Table , the computing times of the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes (.s,
.s) are less than that of the C-N and ASC-N schemes (.s, .s). In order to
better compare the computing eﬃciency of the several diﬀerence schemes, we choose dif-
ferent points at the space grid and letm = , , , , , ,, n = ,. Because
the calculated amount of the ASI-E scheme is the same as that of the ASI-E scheme, we
just need to compare the ASE-I scheme, the ASC-N scheme, and the C-N scheme, and the
results are in Figure  and Table .
From Figure  and Table  we see that when the number of grid points we need cal-
culated is greater than a certain range, the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes of this paper show
a clear superiority in computation time. With the increase of the grid number, the com-
puting time of the diﬀerence schemes rises for the nonlinear Leland equation. But the
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Table 4 COT of ASC-N, ASE-I, and ASI-E schemes whenm = 1,001
Time grid (n) ASC-N [16] ASE-I ASI-E
L2-error COT L2-error COT L2-error COT
100 1.3959× 10–7 – 1.4273× 10–7 – 1.4249× 10–7 –
400 1.0276× 10–8 1.8818 1.0318× 10–8 1.8949 1.0315× 10–8 1.8940
700 3.3784× 10–9 1.9123 3.3862× 10–9 1.9226 3.3856× 10–9 1.9218
1,000 1.6579× 10–9 1.9252 1.6606× 10–9 1.9342 1.6604× 10–9 1.9335
Table 5 COS of ASC-N, ASE-I, and ASI-E schemes when n = 1,000
Space grid (m) ASC-N [16] ASE-I ASI-E
L2-error COS L2-error COS L2-error COS
301 2.1853× 10–7 – 4.6645× 10–7 – 4.3609× 10–7 –
501 7.2702× 10–7 2.3592 1.4714× 10–6 2.2754 1.3071× 10–6 2.1544
701 1.3532× 10–6 2.1567 2.6557× 10–6 2.3109 2.8593× 10–6 2.2244
901 1.8025× 10–6 1.9545 3.7376× 10–6 2.0935 3.5504× 10–6 1.9926
Figure 8 Comparison of the three schemes’
calculation time.
Table 6 Comparison of the three schemes’ calculation time at n = 1,000
Space grid (m) Time (s)
C-N ASC-N [16] ASE-I
101 0.0526 0.0880 0.0563
301 0.4738 0.2396 0.1371
501 1.8090 0.4338 0.2221
701 2.5048 0.5632 0.3075
901 4.2826 0.7152 0.3999
1,001 5.0936 0.8897 0.5744
increased amplitude of the computing time of the C-N scheme is greater than that of the
ASE-I, ASC-N schemes. The computing time of the ASE-I scheme saves nearly % for
the C-N scheme by calculating and saves nearly % for the ASC-N scheme, showing the
computing eﬃciency of the ASE-I scheme is best.
As is well known, the parallel scheme has superiority in computing time. But when the
amount of calculation data is small, the impact of the data communication on the cycle
can reduce the computing eﬃciency. For programming of the ASE-I scheme in our exam-
ple, we, respectively, adopt the serial for loop and the parallel parfor loop. For the serial
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Figure 9 Comparison of the serial and parallel
calculation time.
for loop, numerical array and the loop body are performed in the same Matlab process,
so there are no data communication problems. But, for a parallel parfor loop, numerical
arrays are created in the Matlab client, while parallel computing of the parfor loop body
is ﬁnished under the Matlab worker, so numerical arrays need to be transmitted from the
Matlab client to the Matlab worker. Because of taking up time and processor resources
in data communication, we need to consider the data communication problem in parallel
programming [].
Last, we give the computation time of the ASE-I scheme in the case of the single-core
cpu and quad-core cpu. The result is in Figure .
Figure  and the ﬁrst line of Table  show that when the number of grid points is less
than a certain range, the serial scheme is more eﬀective than the parallel scheme, meaning
that the data communication problems have an eﬀect on the execution eﬃciency of the
programming in the case of small data quantity (grid points). And when we have a larger
amount of data (grid points), the inﬂuence of the loop body execution is greater than that
of the data communication, meaning that using the parallel computing is more eﬀective.
In the practical application, in order to make the numerical results more precise, we
tend to a dense mesh and the number of space points becomes higher. The ASE-I parallel
method has obvious localization characteristics in computing and communications and
is very suitable for large-scale parallel computing in a distributed storage system on the
application.
8 Conclusion
For the nonlinear Leland equation, this paper constructs the ASE-I and ASI-E parallel
diﬀerence schemes with unconditional stability and high accuracy characteristics. Theo-
retical analysis gets the result that the numerical solutions of theASE-I andASI-E schemes
are very close to that of the C-N and ASC-N schemes. Under the same computing accu-
racy, the ASE-I and ASI-E schemes are greatly improved as regards the computing eﬃ-
ciency. Numerical experiment demonstrates that the computing time of the ASE-I and
ASI-E schemes save nearly % for the C-N scheme and saved nearly % for the ASC-N
scheme, showing the practicability of this kind of parallel diﬀerence schemes for solving a
nonlinear Leland equation.
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The ASE-I and ASI-E schemes given by this paper can be extended to solve other non-
linear B-S models with transaction costs, such as the Barles-Soner model and the risk
adjustment pricing model, and they can better solve the timeliness problem of the option
pricing.
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